ASSEMBLY GUIDE

150mm

WINE
Rack
Panels
1

3

Hardware

Tools Required

8x A

Cross Head Screwdriver

8x B

Drill & Drill Bit

8x C
4

20 x D

5

4x E

If joining
cabinets
5mm

x4

x4

4

2

PVA Wood Glue

1 x 1 Top Panel

Spirit Level

1 x 2 Base Panel
1 x 3 Back Panel
2 x 4 Side Panels

Pencil

5 x 5 Fixed Shelves

Before you start . . .
WARNING: Installation should be performed by a competent person only. This product could be dangerous if incorrectly
installed. Check the pack and make sure all the components are included - if not, call the Manufacturers' Helpline on 01769
575500 and their team will get things sorted. When you are ready to start make sure you have the right tools to hand, plenty of
space and a clean dry area for building. Don't rush, read the instructions first and run through the sequence before you begin.
Assembly should be done in the stages shown in the following diagrams, constructing one unit at a time and keeping fittings
together to avoid loss. Lay large panels on the floor using the packaging for protection. Do not over tighten screws.
Cleaning - Use mild soap and water only. Do not use abrasive cleaners.
Video assembly guides can be viewed at www.mycabinetguide.co.uk

1

Screw 4 cam studs A into one of the Side Panels 4
as shown.

2

Insert 4 wooden dowels C into the same Side Panel 4
as shown.
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Apply a small
drop of glue
to the holes
before inserting.
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Insert 10 shelf support studs D into the same Side Panel 4
as shown.
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Prepare the second Side Panel for fitting by repeating
the steps used for the first Side Panel.
Refer back to Steps 1 to 3 .

5

Insert 4 locking cams B into the holes in the
Base Panel 2 .

4
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Ensure that the arrow
on each cam points
towards the hole in
the outside edge.

D
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6

Prepare the Top Panel in the same way as the Base Panel
by fitting 4 locking cams B .
Refer back to Step 5 .

7

Apply a small drop of glue to the 3 dowel holes in the edge of
the Base Panel 2 . Connect the Base Panel to one of the Side Panels 4
- ensure that the panel grooves match up. Secure the panels together
by tightening the 2 locking cams B with a clockwise turn.
Repeat the sequence to attach the Top Panel 1 to the same side panel.
Remember to apply glue to the dowel holes.

8

Fit the Back Panel 3 by sliding into place within
the grooves.
Run a small bead of glue along the
grooves in the fitted Side Panel,
Base Panel and Top Panel
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9

Attach the second Side Panel 4 .
Once again, remember to apply glue to the dowel holes
and panel groove. Tighten the 4 locking cams B - 2 on the
Top Panel 1 and 2 on the Base Panel 2
Panel is flush to the unit.

10

Place the unit onto its base and slide each of the
5 shelves 5 into place.
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JOINING CABINETS
This wine rack may be joined to a second wine rack or a cabinet in either a horizontal or vertical arrangement.

JOINING CABINETS

If joined vertically, it is recommended that the combined units are secured to the
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Joining
JoiningHorizontally
units together will require 2 people.
Choose 4 of the pre-drilled system holes in the
Joining
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panel to use as fixing points.
2 near the front edge and 2 near the back.
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Joining Vertically

E

Secure the cabinets together
using a pair of male and female
connecting bolts E per drill hole.

E
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Use a 5mm drill bit to drill through these 4 holes;
continue right through the panel of the adjacent
unit. Take extreme care not to push out the surface
Useadjacent
a 5mm drill
bit to
drillasthrough
these
4 holes;
of the
cabinet
panel
the drill
tip emerges.
continue right through the panel of the adjacent
unit. Take extreme care not to push out the surface
of the adjacent cabinet panel as the drill tip emerges.

Follow the joining sequence above. However, you will first need to mark the positions for the connecting bolts
Joining
Vertically
in the
underside
of the Top Panel of the lower wine rack or cabinet - there are no pre-drilled holes.
Follow the joining sequence above. However, you will first need to mark the positions for the connecting bolts
in the underside of the Top Panel of the lower wine rack or cabinet - there are no pre-drilled holes.
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Secure the cabinets together
using a pair of male and female
connecting bolts E per drill hole.

JOINING CABINETS
This wine rack may be joined to a second wine rack or a cabinet in either a horizontal or vertical arrangement.
If joined vertically, it is recommended that the combined units are secured to the
wall for extra stability. Wall fixings are not supplied with this pack.
Adjacent cabinets should always be connected together using the fixings suppliedLand as
described below.
Joining units together will require 2 people.

Joining Horizontally
Choose 4 of the pre-drilled system holes in the
cabinet side panel to use as fixing points.
2 near the front edge and 2 near the back.
Avoid the holes that will be used for shelf fixings
and check before drilling that there will not be a
clash with the fixed shelf positions in the wine rack
itself. Use a spirit level to double-check positioning
before drilling.

E

E

Secure the cabinets together
using a pair of male and female
connecting bolts E per drill hole.

Use a 5mm drill bit to drill through these 4 holes;
continue right through the panel of the adjacent
unit. Take extreme care not to push out the surface
of the adjacent cabinet panel as the drill tip emerges.

Joining Vertically
Follow the joining sequence above. However, you will first need to mark the positions for the connecting bolts
in the underside of the Top Panel of the lower wine rack or cabinet - there are no pre-drilled holes.
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